CULTURE

CREATE YOUR
OWN GUIHAN!
1

Binga’ = A bunch of coconut leaves
Hågon = Single coconut leaf
Nuhot/Nihot = Coconut leaf vein

(Hågon A)

Peel the hågon sides
off of the nuhot.

For an easier
peel, start from
the bottom of
the binga’ and
work your
way up.

Materials needed:
1 Hågon (Coconut leaf)

Hågon
side

(Hågon B)

2
Nuhot

Fold each hågon side
in half and place the nuhot
on the side.

3
Weave hågon B into hågon A as
shown. Make sure hågon B is the
layer on top and that it is
pointing to the right.

Notice that the two
sides lie parallel.

If you wish to put in a knotted nuhot,
place the knot in the space indicated by
the arrow above before tightening the
weave. (For instructions, see below).

6
Flip the model to
the back side.
It should look like this:

Grab this
hågon

(Thumb)

4
While holding the base of the
guihan with your left hand, grab
the back of hågon B with your
right hand and gently slide it to
the left without moving the binga’.

8
With the hågon you just grabbed,
weave it down through the layers
as shown. When finished, flip the
guihan back over.

7

5
Fold hågon B over so that its edge
lies parallel to the top of hågon B.
The hågon should also go between
the two layers of hågon A.

9
Grab the same hågon again
and weave it through the
guihan one more time.

To make the fishing pole to hang the guihan:
Make
knot
up here

Tie a knot at the
tip of the nuhot
and insert into
model as shown
after step 3.

Or wrap the nuhot around the
guihan and tie.

Grabbing the same hågon we wrapped
before, fold over the top hågon so that
it lies parallel to its backside. (See next
picture for details).

Now, while holding the binga’
in place, gently slide the back
layer of hågon A to the left;
similar to step 4.

